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Introduction
Smart Coupon Advisor extension allows the admin to provide coupon details to his
customers which they can apply while checkout. This happens often that customers while
making a purchase, forget about discount coupons they have. This is why you need this
extension. It reminds the customer, who sees the discount coupon form at checkout, about
his coupon and lets him make use of it.

In default Magento, we do not have a feature wherein the customer gets the list of all
coupons available on the website he or she is eligible for. With this extension, the admin
can make available all the existing coupons to his customers on the Cart and Checkout
page, these coupons can be assigned to certain group of customers accordingly it will be
available to the logged-in customers to choose from the list, these coupons can also have
pre-set start and end time along with conditions and actions the customer doesn’t need to
remember or type codes as it shows available coupons on Cart & My Account page they
can simply select the required code and it gets applied with a single click.

This extension is very helpful to promote customers to come back to the store in the next
shopping. Using this module, the admin can make the coupons created available to his
customers in a very and easy manner. This will motivate your customers to purchase the
products on the store again with which the revenues will increase significantly.

Backend Settings of the Extension

Enable the Extension

➢ Navigate to Stores > Configuration > Sunarc > Show Coupons.➢ Enable - Select
“Yes” to enable the extension.

➢ Enter Header Text - Mention the header to be visible at the store frontend below
which all the discount coupons will be available.

➢ Show Coupon Description - Select ‘Yes’ to show the description of the coupon on
the checkout page.
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Create/Generate Coupon

To create a new coupono r to manage already added coupon on Magento admin panel
go to Marketing > Cart Price Rules.
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Here you can edit the existing coupons or you can add a new coupon.

Create/Generate New Rule

In Rule information, you can describe the rule related details.

➢Rule Name - Mention the name required to provide to the new rule.

➢ Description - Provide a description related to the new rule. The admin has the option
to show this description to the customer by setting ‘Show Coupon Description’ to ‘Yes”.

➢ Active - Set ‘Yes’ to enable the new rule.

➢ Websites - Select the website(s) to which the new rule will be associated.
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➢ Customer Groups - Select the customer group(s) to which the new rule needs to be
associated.

➢ Coupon - Set to Specific coupon. It will further open an option coupon code which is
required for the coupon to be generated. This is the code which the user can use in order
to avail the discount. It can be specified manually while creation the coupon or can be
generated automatically by selecting the checkbox provided (use for auto-generation)

➢ Uses per Coupon - Set the limit as to how many times a coupon can be used.

➢ Uses per Customer - The admin can limit the usage for logged in customers from here.
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➢ From and To - Set the time duration from and to the coupon will be available for the
customers.
➢ Priority - Set priority of the coupons being created.
➢ Public In RSS Feed - Enable it while creating a new coupon.

Condition of the Coupon

The admin can provide the condition according to which the customer will be eligible
to use the coupon created.
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When clicked on the plus icon it will provide a different option out of which the admin
can select to set the condition.

Once the condition is selected it will further provide options according to the condition
option selected earlier to complete the condition details.
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The admin can read the complete details of the conditions set for a particular coupon
from here.

Actions of the Coupon

All the actions related to the coupon need to be added here.

❖ Apply - In the first option apply the admin need to mention how the coupon
needs to act. Like if a percent of product price discount has to associate with the
coupon or Fixed amount discount etc. The admin can select the required option
from the drop-down.
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Next, related information which the admin needs to provide are -

❖ Discount Amount -Mention the discount amount to be provided with the coupon.

❖ Maximum Qty Discount is Applied To - Mention the maximum quantity to which the
discount will be applied to.

❖ Discount Qty Step (Buy X) - The admin can also mention the discount quantity step
in order to get the discount applied. Like if the customer buys 3 X products he will get
one extra free (X) product.

❖ Apply to Shipping Amount - Usually, the discount amount is applied to subtotal
only, however of the admin require it can be applied to shipping amount as well to do so
enable this icon.

❖ Discard Subsequent rules - Enable this icon in order to discard any other coupons
or subsequent rules is set which might conflict with the coup created. This will help to
use this coupon on priority.
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Next is the option to set rule only to cart items matching the condition which will be
saved by the admin here.

If any condition is to set for free shipping that can be mentioned here.
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Labels of the coupon

If the admin requires to change the rule label of it can be done from here. If the coupon
is applied to multi-store then how it should be displayed then here it can be updated.

Manage Coupon Codes

This section will be active only when the admin has chosen to generate the coupon
code automatically.

In this section, the details required to generate the coupon code automatically are filled
in.

❖ Coupon Qty - Mention the quantity of coupon to be generated.
❖ Code Length - Mention the length of the code for the coupon to be created

this should be excluding the prefix and suffix and separators.
❖ Code Format - Mention if any particular format needs to be given to the code

of coupon.
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❖ Code Prefix - Mention the prefix for the code of the coupon.
❖ Code Suffix - Mention the suffix for the code of the coupon.
❖ Dash Every X Characters - If the code needs to be given any dash(-) between

x characters of the code.

Once all this information are provided by the admin the next option is just click on the
generate button and automatically according to the coupon quantity detail mentioned
in the above details will be generated.
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When the coupons are generated the admin can export these code details in CSV or
Excel XML format.

How Does the Extension Work?

Backend Settings

Create a cart rule (coupon)

From Marketing > Cart Price Rules option the admin can add the desired cart rule.
For suppose we add the details as provided in the screenshot.
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There are no conditions related to this coupon. Next is Actions as given in screenshot we
have to set the settings in order make the discount coupon where the customer gets one
product free with the purchase of one(both the products in the cart should be same).

Once all the above details are saved. Navigate to Marketing > Catalog Price Rule
and click on Apply Rules. It will update all the rules created and help the coupon to
function smoothly.
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Frontend Settings
Next, add two similar products to the cart. The total cost of both products is $90.

Click on the discount coupon available and apply the discount. According to the coupon
settings the cost of one product will be removed and the customer will have to pay cost for
one product only.
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Features of the Extension

Helps to generate coupon code automatically
The extension helps to generate coupon code automatically in just one click which saves
a lot of the admin. Also, this helps to avoid duplicacy with coupon codes which might
occur while added it manually.

Export coupon code with ease
The admin can export Magento voucher codes in Magento 2 coupon generator with
values of 'Uses per Coupon', 'Uses per Customer' and 'Times Used' for each code
created.

Limit times to use the coupon code by each customer
The admin can determine how many times the coupon code can be used by a same
registered customer who belongs to any selected customer group this will limit the
number of times the coupon can be used per customer.

Display the list of coupon codes according to group
This extension helps to display the list of discount coupons assigned to the particular
customer group that can be applied on the checkout page so that customers will be able
to easily choose codes while making purchases.
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Contact Us

Sometimes   extensions   already installed   on   your   store   may   conflict   with   the   extension.   If 
 you   run   into an   error   we   want   to   help! 

Please   contact   us   at Support Email.
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